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Environmental Harshness and Unpredictability, Life History, and  

Social and Academic Behavior of Adolescents in Nine Countries 

 

Abstract 

Safety is essential for life. To survive, humans and other animals have developed sets 

of psychological and physiological adaptations known as life history (LH) tradeoff strategies 

in response to various safety constraints. Evolutionarily selected LH strategies in turn 

regulate development and behavior to optimize survival under prevailing safety conditions. 

The present study tested LH hypotheses concerning safety based on a 6-year longitudinal 

sample of 1245 adolescents and their parents from 9 countries. The results revealed that, 

invariant across countries, environmental harshness and unpredictability (lack of safety) was 

negatively associated with slow LH behavioral profile, measured 2 years later, and slow LH 

behavioral profile was negatively and positively associated with externalizing behavior and 

academic performance, respectively, as measured an additional 2 years later. These results 

support the evolutionary conception that human development responds to environmental 

safety cues through LH regulation of social and learning behaviors. 
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Introduction 

One underreported aspect of John Bowlby’s attachment theory is his insistent 

emphasis on predation as a major extrinsic risk in shaping human and other primates’ 

psychological systems (Bowlby, 1972). Other extrinsic risks during evolution include 

epidemic disease, intraspecific violence, and natural disasters, all of which lead to morbidity 

and mortality regardless of individuals’ survival efforts. These extrinsic threats occurring 

especially in childhood living environments engender the coordinated tuning of psychological 

and physiological responses known as fast and slow life history (LH) strategies, which 

regulate human development and behavior (Chang & Lu, 2017; Del Giudice et al., 2015; Ellis 

et al., 2009; Stearns, 1992). When extrinsic risks are prevalent, organisms respond by 

adopting fast LH strategies involving accelerated growth and reproduction before the 

occurrence of disability and mortality. Accordingly, human cognition and behavior tend to be 

more present- than future-oriented, more self- than other-serving, and more antagonistic than 

mutualistic (de Baca et al., 2016; Figueredo & Jacobs, 2010; Zhu, Hawk, & Chang, 2018) as 

extrinsic risk and unpredictability orient behavioral goals toward immediate survival and 

away from future planning and long-term conspecific coexistence. Therefore, children who 

adopt fast LH strategies tend to exhibit externalizing behavioral problems (Del Giudice, 

Gangestad, & Kaplan, 2015) and academic underperformance (Obradović et al., 2009). A 

lack of extrinsic risk yields a more predictable living environment, where organisms tend to 

adopt slow LH strategies involving delayed reproduction and prolonged development. 

Human cognitive schemata are oriented toward the future, and because of group living, such 

schemata are more socially affiliative and other centered, supporting long-term coexistence 

and cooperation with conspecifics (Zhu et al., 2018). Children maturing in safe, predictable 

environments and following slow LH development are likely to be affiliative, prosocial, and 

academic achievers (Chang & Lu, 2018). In contrast to socialization theories, the LH account 
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of behavior constitutes a pancultural process that varies only normatively across cultures as 

functions of local environmental risks. Existing evolutionary research has primarily relied on 

single culture samples not best equipped for testing hypotheses about universal evolutionary 

processes. The present study employed a longitudinal cross-cultural sample from 9 countries 

to more adequately investigate the pancultural LH developmental process. We tested 

hypotheses regarding the contingent associations among childhood environments, LH profiles 

observed in late childhood, and social and academic behavior in early adolescence from 9 

countries.  

Evolutionary Coupling of LH Strategies and Environmental Conditions 

LH is most accurately defined as the process of animals capturing energy from their 

environments and using it to produce offspring (Ellison, 2017). Some of this energy must be 

employed for physical growth and development, body repair and maintenance, and learning 

and socialization, and some must be used for mating and reproduction and raising offspring. 

Food and safety are essential for this LH process (Chang & Lu, 2017, 2018). However, their 

acquisition is constrained by varying levels and fluctuations of resources and shifting rates 

and stochastic variations of extrinsic risks (Ellis et al., 2009). Because such environmental 

constraints hinder the energy-capturing process, ultimately affecting mortality and life 

expectancy, amounts of acquired energy are seldom sufficient to meet all aspects of an 

organism’s energy consumption needs. Therefore, tradeoffs are made, mainly between 

growth and development on one side and mating and reproduction on the other. Calibrated in 

terms of reproductive success as the ultimate fitness, such tradeoffs can be summarized as 

that between current or early reproduction and future or delayed reproduction. Early 

reproduction denotes quicker development, a longer mating tenure, and greater mating effort 

relative to the organism’s life span, resulting in numerous offspring provided with little 

parental investment. By contrast, delayed reproduction is associated with slower development, 
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which involves the accumulation of resources, knowledge, and skills that can be subsequently 

converted into energy-capturing abilities and parental investment for raising few high-quality 

offspring (Ellis et al., 2009; Stearns et al., 2008). 

Specific tradeoffs that form LH strategies adhering to fast–slow and early–late 

reproductive schedules (Promislow & Harvey, 1990) respond to and are shaped by 

environmental constraints. One of two overarching environmental constraints is resource 

limitation or food shortage, which, combined with high competition and low levels of 

extrinsic risk, drives slow LH strategies (Chang & Lu, 2017; Ellis et al., 2009; MacArthur & 

Wilson, 1967). However, in human LH studies, resource limitation is not a salient variable 

because modern day living limits sufficient variation in food supplies, especially at the 

survival threshold level, where the evolutionary effect is rendered salient (Chang & Lu, 2018). 

Moreover, resources and resource limitation are not routinely considered in human LH 

studies because the other environmental constraint—safety in the form of extrinsic risks—is 

more relevant, especially in shaping human LH strategies (Ellis et al., 2009). For similar 

reasons, Bowlby centered his attachment theory on perceived security and safety (Bowlby, 

1972). 

Safety constraints are therefore the main driver of human LH. When extrinsic threats 

to safety affect the adult population directly or the child population through ineffective 

parental intervention (Ellis et al., 2009), individuals who grow fast and mature early are more 

likely than slow growers to escape disability and mortality post-reproductively, and 

individuals who produce more offspring to unconsciously outnumber juvenile mortality 

(known as “diversified bet-hedging”; Einum & Fleming, 2004) exhibit improved fitness 

relative to those who devote heavier parental investment that is rendered ineffective in 

preventing juvenile mortality. Known as fast LH strategy, these coordinated psychological 
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and physiological response systems are naturally selected through surviving individuals and 

continue to respond to the environment and regulate human behavior. 

Slow LH strategy prevails when the level or fluctuation of extrinsic risk is low, 

thereby rendering a habitat more predictable for its inhabitants, and also when resources are 

limited or competition is intense (Ellis et al., 2009). In such an environment, slow LH 

strategists who invest more time and energy in development to amass somatic buildup, 

knowledge, and skills outcompete and outlive fast LH strategists who allocate energy to 

mating over learning and development or nurturing and training the next generation. The 

subsequent generation maintains the same fitness differences, with parentally underinvested 

fast LH offspring being out-selected by slow LH counterparts, who, as children, are well 

nurtured and taught the skills required to compete for resources. Over generations, nature, 

which in this case refers to more predictable environments, selects the set of behavioral and 

physiological response systems known as the slow LH strategy. 

Proxies of Environmental Harshness and Unpredictability 

The contingent coupling of environmental conditions with fast–slow LH tradeoff 

strategies that has been selected throughout human evolution continues to respond to current 

environments (Pepper & Nettle, 2017) and regulate human behavior and development (Del 

Giudice & Belsky, 2011). An individual’s early childhood environment is especially salient 

in effecting fast–slow LH strategies (Belsky, Steinberg, & Draper, 1991). Childhood 

environmental harshness and unpredictability have been represented by microenvironmental 

proxies such as low familial socioeconomic status (SES) (Belsky, Schlomer, & Ellis, 2012), 

which in many urban areas is associated with drugs, crime, and dangerous neighborhoods 

(Chang & Lu, 2018); employment and residential changes (Doom et al., 2016; Zuo, Huang, 

Cai, & Wang, 2018) or familial mobility (Nettle, Coall, & Dickins, 2011); homelessness 

(Masten et al., 2014); shorter life expectancy of the local population (Low, Hazel, Parker, & 
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Welch, 2008); exposure to violence and crime (Brumbach, Figueredo, & Ellis, 2009) as well 

as rundown neighborhood conditions, including vandalism and the presence of drug addicts 

or gangs (Upchuch et al., 1999); familial turmoil (Chang & Lu, 2018); harsh parenting (Mell 

et al., 2018); and parental absence (Belsky et al., 1991). These indicators of early 

environmental risks have been associated with such fast LH characteristics as early menarche 

(Belsky et al., 1991); early commencement (Simpson et al., 2012) and high frequency 

(Baumer & South, 2001) of sexual activity; social deviance and substance use (Brumbach et 

al., 2009); aggression and externalizing behaviors (Doom et al., 2016; Simpson et al., 2012; 

Zuo et al., 2018) and other problematic behaviors (Figueredo et al., 2006) and academic 

underperformance (Obradovic et al., 2009). However, there is also overlapping between fast 

and slow LH especially in internalizing behavioral manifestations (Del Giudice, 2014, 2018). 

Child development studies conducted outside the LH framework have supported the same 

association between indicators of harsh and unpredictable environmental LH-prescribed 

childhood behaviors. For example, harsh parenting (Lansford et al., 2014), stressful 

childhood life events (Mesman & Koot, 2001), and low familial SES (Arnold, 1997) have 

consistently predicted externalizing behaviors and academic underperformance (Gershoff, 

2002; Hinshaw, 1992). 

Social Behavioral Implementation of LH Strategies 

  In response to varying extents of mortality risk and in agreement with slow–fast LH 

strategies, child social behaviors can be classified into two distinct types–affiliative, 

mutualistic, and more other-centered, and aggressive, antagonistic, and more self-centered, 

although there is also overlap between the two especially in controlling resources (Hawley, 

2003). When extrinsic mortality risk is low, thereby affording predictability and 

controllability of the future, human social behavior orients toward coexistence, cooperation, 

and orderly competition to maximize collective resource exploration and acquisition (Zhu et 
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al., 2018). Such slow LH sociability promotes large and growing social groups in the form of 

institutions, nations, and societies. Children raised in predictable environments are expected 

to follow the same slow LH strategy by being sociable and ready to subscribe to group-

oriented and other-centered prosocial, mutualistic, and altruistic socialization, although 

affiliative strategists may also exploit social relationships through deceptive tactics such as 

free riding (Price, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2002). By contrast, high extrinsic mortality risk 

beyond human control raises concerns over immediate survival. Under such harsh and 

unpredictable conditions, humans and other animals pursuing fast LH are likely to adopt 

opportunistic and antagonistic social behaviors to attend to their immediate survival needs, 

exhibiting reduced concern for future conspecific coexistence. Disregard for social propriety, 

crime, and violence — all of which exacerbate environmental unpredictability and perpetuate 

the cycle of fast LH driving antisocial behavior—are likely to follow. Therefore, early 

experience of harshness and unpredictability (e.g., familial turmoil, accidents, or parental 

divorce) or morbidity–mortality threats (e.g., injuries or death) can lead to social deviance 

during adolescence and young adulthood (Belsky et al., 2012; Brumbach et al., 2009). 

Similarly, experimentally induced environmental unpredictability elicits present orientation, 

self-centeredness, and antagonism toward conspecifics (Griskevicius et al., 2011; White et 

al., 2012; Zuo et al., 2018). 

 Fast LH driving antagonistic behavior is widely observed in other animals. In harsh 

and unpredictable environments generated by predation or variations in food supplies, 

animals are bolder toward heterospecifics and more aggressive toward conspecifics (Réale et 

al., 2000; Wolf et al., 2007). Boldness and aggression are positively correlated with fast LH 

characteristics such as faster growth and earlier reproduction, and the correlation is stronger 

among populations facing many predators than in those with little history of predation (Biro 

& Stamps, 2008). Populations of the Atlantic silverside living at high latitude (Nova Scotia, 
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Canada) with more predatory risks and thus following faster LH (e.g., a fast growth rate) 

were bolder, more aggressive, and more willing to feed in the presence of predators than were 

those living at low latitude (South Carolina, USA; Billerbeck et al., 2001; Lankford et al., 

2001). Similarly, desert spiders exhibited varying degrees of aggressiveness depending on 

their habitat; in arid habitats characterized by harshness and unpredictability in terms of food 

supply, spiders were bold and aggressive toward predators and prey, whereas those in 

riparian habitats were nonaggressive (Riechert & Hall, 2000). Finally, bonnet macaque 

mothers randomly assigned to unpredictable food conditions engaged in less affiliative 

mutual grooming and were more aggressive toward other adults than were mothers randomly 

assigned to predictable foraging conditions (Rosenblum & Andrews, 1994; Rosenblum & 

Paully, 1984). In addition, mothers assigned to unpredictable conditions were less sensitive 

and less responsive to their offspring (Rosenblum & Andrews, 1994; Rosenblum & Paully, 

1984). 

Foraging and Learning in Implementing LH Strategies 

Adoption of aggressive or affiliative behaviors is also related to learning styles, which 

are represented by searching and exploratory behavior in the animal world. Even though this 

relationship attenuates when averaged across species (Dougherty & Guillette, 2018), species 

specific findings and trends remain robust. Animals routinely learn where to find food and 

shelter and how to avoid predators by exploring their environments and by memorization 

(Reader, 2015). Such exploration can be directed by trial and error (individual learning) or 

copying conspecifics (social learning) (Chang, Mak, Li, Wu, Lu, & Chen, 2011; Marchetti & 

Drent, 2000) and can be conducted thoroughly or superficially (Wolf et al., 2007). The 

coevolution of boldness and aggression as social behaviors and superficial exploration as a 

learning style has been observed in several animal species including fish (e.g., Bell & Sih, 

2007), birds (e.g., Both et al., 2005), and mammals (e.g., Careau et al., 2009). Similar to 
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boldness and aggression, superficial exploration has been associated with fast LH 

characteristics such as high growth rate, early initial reproduction, and high mating and low 

parental investment (Biro et al., 2014; Both et al., 2005; Careau et al., 2009). Superficial 

explorers search habitats with high predation risk and, consequently, more abundant food 

sources (Both et al., 2005). Such explorers go to the edges of habitats and often lead a 

moving group (Beauchamp, 2000). By contrast, thorough explorers exhibit more socially 

affiliative behavior by collectively foraging in a safer habitat (Kurvers et al., 2010). Among 

wild and captive great tits, which have been extensively studied, superficial explorers are 

bolder, faster, and readier to reach new environments and approach unfamiliar objects, and 

thus appear to be proficient individual learners. However, because their superficial 

exploration consists mainly of darting from location to location without paying attention to 

details, they do not acquire new information easily (Verbeek et al., 1994; Merchetti & Drent, 

2000). Among captive great tits, superficial learners also show less flexibility in terms of 

changing food-searching pattern once they have formed one (Verbeek et al., 1994). By 

contrast, thorough explorers are more exploratory, taking longer to cover a habitat, and 

spending more time searching each location thoroughly (Merchetti & Drent, 2000). 

Furthermore, they do not follow a fixed routine and are readier to notice and explore new 

information (Merchetti & Drent, 2000). These characteristics render slow-LH thorough 

explorers more successful individual learners than fast-LH superficial explorers. Moreover, 

thorough explorers are primarily social learners (Reader, 2015) who recognize and utilize the 

feeding behaviors of conspecifics as a source of information (Merchetti & Drent, 2000). 

Other research has shown the linkage between optimal foraging behavior, known as 

area-restricted search (ARS, Hills, 2006), and goal-directed learning, also referred to as 

cognitive as compared to physical search (Hills, 2006). Molecular functions involving 

dopamine and glutamine that initially evolved to modulate ARS were co-opted over evolution 
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to control goal-directed learning (Hills, 2006). In all eumetazoan clades but especially in 

vertebrates ranging from fish to mammals, neuroanatomical features in the basal ganglia 

involved in the control of movement and the involvement of glutamate and dopamine remain 

unchanged (Salas et al., 2003), supporting a long-standing evolutionary relation between 

foraging and learning (Hills, 2006). Molecular evidence from prefrontal cortex and the 

striatum suggests that dopamine modulating goal-directed learning operates much like 

dopamine increasing spatial focus in ARS (Hills, Brockie, & Maricq, 2004). Specifically, an 

accelerating-and-decelerating firing pattern of striatal projection neurons in the basal ganglia 

corresponds to the exploratory and exploitive (evaluative) foraging behavior in completing 

reinforcement or goal-directed learning (Sheth, Abuelem, Gale, & Eskandar, 2011) with 

dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain involved in the evaluative phase of the process 

(Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2003). “What was once foraging in a physical space for 

tangible resources became, over evolutionary time, foraging in cognitive space for 

information related to those resources” (Hills, 2006, p.4). 

Although few studies have approached student learning from an LH foraging 

perspective, findings from other literature seem to corroborate similar LH predictions related 

to human learning. For example, several reviews and meta-analyses have identified factors 

affecting children’s academic performance, including deficits in attention (Jacob & Parkinson, 

2015), self-regulated learning and mastery of learning goals (Mega, Ronconi, & De Beni, 

2014), and intrinsic motivation and effort (Cerasoli, Nicklin, & Ford, 2014), as well as being 

distracted by Internet use (Anderson, Steen, & Stavropoulos, 2017). Such learning-impeding 

factors all seem to portray superficial exploration that is uninterested in, distracted from, or 

incapable of attending to details. Other studies have highlighted contextual factors such as 

familial poverty (Hair et al., 2015), low familial SES (Arnold, 1997), residential mobility 

(Anderson & Leventhal, 2017), homelessness (Masten et al., 2014), parental death (Berg, 
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Rostila, Saarela, & Hjern, 2014), familial instability (Hampden-Thompson & Galindo, 2015), 

and antisocial classroom norms (Chang, 2004) in affecting children’s academic performance. 

These factors represent various proxies of environmental harshness and unpredictability that, 

consistent with the LH prediction, lead to cascade effects of fast LH, antisocial behavior, and 

superficial or ineffective learning. Finally, non-LH studies have consistently demonstrated 

comorbidity between externalizing behaviors and academic underperformance among school 

children (Gershoff, 2002; Hinshaw, 1992), rendering support for a similar coevolution and 

co-development between antagonistic sociality and superficial learning (Wolf et al., 2007). 

Present Study 

This study tested LH hypotheses (Figure 1) involving adolescents’ externalizing 

behavior and academic performance as implementations of LH strategies in response to 

childhood harshness and unpredictability. This evolutionary model was tested on a 

longitudinal and cross-cultural sample consisting of 1245 children and their parents from 9 

countries. Structural invariance across countries was conducted to test this pancultural 

evolutionary model. Obtained from multiple informants at Time 1 in 2011 when the children 

were 10 years old on average, childhood harshness and unpredictability was indicated by four 

proxies, namely unsafe neighborhood, negative life events, family chaos, and family income 

change. In the direction of slow LH, LH profile was measured based on the children’s self-

reports at Time 2, when the children were about 13 years old. Externalizing behavior and 

academic performance were measured based on the parents’ and children’s reporting at Time 

3, by which time the children were 15-year-old adolescents. 

 

 

 

Method 
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Participants 

The sample consisted of 1,245 children (51% girls), their mothers (n = 1,169), and 

their fathers (n = 962). Most parents (78%) were married. Nearly all were biological parents, 

with 4% being grandparents, stepparents, or other adult caregivers. In 2011 at the end of 

Time 1 of the present study, the children were 10 years of age on average (M = 10.40 years, 

SD = .74). They were close to 13 (M = 12.90 years, SD = .84) and 15 years old (M = 14.60 

years, SD = .80) in 2014 and 2016 at the end of Time 2 and 3 of the present study, 

respectively. Families were drawn from 10 cities of nine countries: Shanghai, China (n = 

103), Medellín, Colombia (n = 101), Naples, Italy (n = 99), Rome, Italy (n = 106), Zarqa, 

Jordan (n = 113), Kisumu, Kenya (n = 99), Manila, Philippines (n = 107), 

Trollhättan/Vänersborg, Sweden (n = 123), Chiang Mai, Thailand (n = 110), and Durham, 

North Carolina, United States (n = 101 European Americans, n = 96 African Americans, n = 

87 Latin Americans). These are all considered medium to large cities in their respective 

countries. This sample of countries was diverse on several socio-demographic dimensions, 

including predominant race/ethnicity, predominant religion, economic indicators, and indices 

of child well-being. For example, on the Human Development Index, a composite indicator 

of a country’s status with respect to health, education, and income, participating countries 

ranked from 8 to 145 out of 188 countries with available data (Human Development Report, 

2015). The participating countries also varied on psychological constructs such as 

individualism versus collectivism. Using Hofstede’s (2001) rankings, the participating 

countries ranged from the United States, with the highest individualism score in the world to 

China, Colombia, and Thailand, countries that are among the least individualistic countries in 

the world. The purpose of recruiting families from these countries was to create an 

international sample that would be diverse with respect to a number of socio-demographic 

and psychological characteristics. 
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Participants were recruited from schools serving socioeconomically diverse families 

in each site. Letters describing the study were sent home with children, which parents were 

asked to sign and return if they were willing to be contacted (in some countries) and 

contacted by phone to follow up on the letter (in other countries). Children were sampled 

from public and private schools serving high, middle, and low income families in the 

approximate proportion to which these income groups were represented in the local 

population. Retention rates were high. At Time 3, 92% of the initial sample continued with 

the study five and a half years after the initial recruitment. Participants who provided 

complete data across almost six years did not differ from the initial sample with respect to 

child gender, parents’ marital status, or mothers’ and fathers’ education. Child age and gender 

did not vary across sites. Data for the present study were drawn from separate interviews 

conducted with a child and the two adult caregivers, respectively.  

Interview Procedures 

Measures used in the interviews were administered in the predominant language of 

each country (Mandarin Chinese in China, Spanish in Colombia and the United States, Italian 

in Italy, Arabic in Jordan, Dholuo in Kenya, Filipino in the Philippines, Swedish in Sweden, 

Thai in Thailand, and English in the United States), following forward- and back-translation 

by translators fluent in English and the target language and after group discussions to resolve 

any linguistic, semantic, and cultural ambiguities that arose during translation. Interviews 

lasted 1.5 to 2 hours at each of the three times of data collection and were conducted in 

participants’ homes, schools, or at other locations chosen by the participants. Procedures for 

the project were approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board (IRB; Study 

title: Parenting, adolescent self-regulation, and risk-taking across cultures; Protocol number: 

2032), as well as by university IRBs in all of the other participating countries – University of 

Macau, Macau, China; Universidad San Buenaventura, Medellín, Colombia; Hashemite 
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University, Zarqa, Jordan; University of Naples, Naples, Italy; Università di Roma, Rome, 

Italy; Maseno University, Maseno, Kenya; Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City, 

Philippines; University West, Trollhättan, Sweden; Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, 

Thailand. Mothers and fathers provided written informed consent, and children provided 

assent. Family members were interviewed separately to ensure privacy. For the present study, 

adult participants were given the choice of completing the measures in writing or orally, with 

the interviewer reading the questions aloud and recording the participants’ responses (with a 

visual aid to help the participants understand the response scales). At Time 1, children were 

administered the measures orally, and, for the two subsequent assessments, they were given 

the option of completing the measures orally or in writing. To thank them for their 

participation, children were given small gifts or monetary compensation, parents were given 

modest financial compensation, families were entered into drawings for prizes, and modest 

financial contributions were made to children’s schools.  

Harshness and Unpredictability Measured at Time 1 when Children were 10 Years Old 

We used four measures to assess childhood environmental harshness and 

unpredictability.  

Unsafe Neighborhood. Mothers and children separately reported on the 7-item 

questionnaire measuring the perceived safety and livability of a neighborhood (Murray & 

Greenberg, 2006; e.g., “My neighborhood is a dangerous place to live,” “My neighborhood is 

a nice place to live” (reverse coded), and “I feel scared in my neighborhood). Using a 4-point 

scale ranging from 0 = “almost never true” to 3 = “almost always true,” the items were 

measured or recoded in the direction of unsafe neighborhood. Internal consistency reliability 

estimate was .85 for mother reporting and .76 for child reporting. The correlation between the 

two ratings was .35. For the structural equation modeling and other analysis reported later, 

the average of the two ratings was used as an indicator of environmental unpredictability. 
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Negative Life Events. Using the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holmes & Rahe, 

1967), mothers reported on whether 10 negative life events happened in the last 2 years in the 

family to which the child was likely to be exposed (e.g., “severe and/or frequent illness,” 

“accidents and/or injuries,” and “death of other important person”). The ten items were 

averaged to create a scale. Internal consistency reliability estimate was .62.  

Family Chaos. We adopted 5 items from the Confusion, Hubbub, and Order Scale 

(Matheny Jr et al., 1995) to measure confusion, chaos, and disorder at home (e.g., “It’s a real 

zoo in our home,” “The atmosphere in our home is calm” (reverse coded), and “You can’t 

hear yourself think in our home”). Mothers and children responded to these questions on a 5-

point scale ranging from 1 = “definitely untrue” to 5 = “definitely true.” Internal consistency 

reliability estimate was .67 for mothers and .61 for children. The correlation between the two 

ratings was .41. In the subsequent analyses, the average of the two ratings formed an 

indicator of environmental unpredictability. 

Family Income Change. Mothers provided two ratings during Time 1 and the 

following year on how much in the last 12 months the household’s annual income has 

changed and indicated the change on a 5-point scale (1 = decreased a lot (more than 25%); 2 

= decreased a little bit (between 5 and 25%); 3 = did not change at all or it did not 

significantly change (less than 5%); 4 = increased a little bit (between 5 and 25%);  5 = 

increased a lot (more than 25%)). The rating was reverse coded so that higher numbers 

indicate income decrease. The two ratings over two years were averaged to form the final 

variable. Internal consistency reliability estimate based on the two ratings was .42 and the 

correlation between the two ratings was .26.  

Slow LH Behavioral Profile Measured at Time 2 when Children were 13 Years Old 

Life history strategies are measured in the literature by the 199-item Arizona Life 

History Battery (ALHB, Figueredo et al., 2007), which samples cognitive and behavioral 
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indicators from seven domains of resource allocations – Insight, planning, and control; 

Mother/father relationship quality; Family social contact and support; Friends’ social contact 

and support; General altruism; Romantic partner attachment; Religiosity. There are two short 

versions of the ALHB that are more widely used. The Mini-K (Figueredo et al., 2006) has 20 

unique items that are not a subset of the ALHB items. The K-SF-42 (Figueredo et al., 2017) 

has 42 items selected from the ALHB items with six measuring each of the seven ALHB 

subscales. All three versions, ALHB, Mini-K, and K-SF-42, measure a single factor in the 

direction of K selection or slow LH (Figueredo et al., 2017).  

We adapted and modified 46 ALHB items to measure five out of the seven subscales; 

Romantic partner attachment and Religiosity were not measured because of our young 

adolescent and multicultural sample. Children responded to these questions either on a 6-

point or 4-point scale consistent with the ALHB scales. Ten items were used to measure 

Insight, planning, and control. Sample items included “Once I make a plan to get something 

done, I stick to it,” “I can do just about anything I set my mind to,” and “I believe that things 

will always work out no matter how difficult they seem.” Internal consistency reliability 

estimate was .85. Sixteen items with 8 for each parent were used to assess Parent-child 

relationship quality. Sample items included “Dad/mom pays attention to me,” “Dad/mom 

makes it easy for me to confide in him/her,” and “Dad/mom takes real interest in me.” 

Internal consistency reliability estimate was .91. Family social contact and support was 

measured by eight items (e.g., “Spend time with grandparents, cousins, aunts and uncles,” 

“Do things together with brothers and sisters,” and “Do well for the sake of the family”). 

Internal consistency reliability estimate was .80. Six items were used to measure Friends’ 

social contact and support (e.g., “I have friends that I really care about,” “When something 

good happens to me, I have people in my life that I like to share good news with,” and “When 

I have a problem, I have someone who will be there for me”). Internal consistency reliability 
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estimate was .83. General altruism was assessed by 6 items (e.g., “I try to help others,” “I 

share things I like with friends,” and “I let others use my things”). Internal consistency 

reliability estimate was .64. These five subscales form a composite measure of LH in the 

slow direction which we call Slow LH Behavioral Profile.  

Externalizing Behavior and Academic Performance Measured at Time 3 when Children were 

15 Years Old 

Fathers and mothers completed 33 items of the Achenbach's Child Behavior Checklist 

(CBCL, Achenbach, 1991) and children completed 30 items of the Youth Self Report to 

measure child externalizing behavior (e.g., “argues a lot,” “screams a lot,” and “threatens 

people”). A 3-point scale ranging from 0 = “never” to 2 = “often” registers the frequency a 

child engaged in each of these behaviors. Internal consistency reliability estimate was .89, .87, 

and .86 for father, mother, and child reporting, respectively.  

Both parents rated their child’s academic performance in reading, writing, math, 

spelling, social studies, and science. These subjects were adapted from the performance in 

academic subject section of the CBCL, which has demonstrated criterion validity (Achenbach, 

1991). Parents rated their child on a 4-point scale (1 = failing, 2 = below average, 3 = average, 

or 4 = above average). A single scale was computed as the average of the ratings of the 6 

school subjects. Internal consistency reliability estimate was .90 for paternal and .89 for 

maternal ratings. The correlation between the two parental ratings was .73. 

 

 

Control Variables Used in the Study 

 Nonverbal IQ. At Time 1, children were administered the Matrix Reasoning Subscale 

of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI, Psychological Corporation, 1999). 
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Given the variability in language across the research sites, we used only this nonverbal 

component of WASI to estimate children’s intellectual ability. 

Maternal and Paternal Slow LH Behavioral Profile. At Time 2, parents were given 9 

items to measure the Romantic partner attachment dimension of the ALHB (Figueredo et al., 

2007). Sample items included “do you enjoy your husband’s/wife’s company,” “do you enjoy 

doing things together,” and “do you enjoy cuddling your husband/wife?” Internal consistency 

reliability estimates were .93 for mothers and .90 for fathers. Five items were used to measure 

Insight, planning, and control. Sample items included “I’d rather depend on myself than 

others,” “competition is the law of nature,” and “I rely on myself most of the time.” Internal 

consistency reliability estimate was .63 for mothers and .65 for fathers. Four items were used 

to measure Family social contact and support (e.g., “parents and children must stay together 

as much as possible,” “family members should stick together, no matter what sacrifices are 

required,” and “I think aging parents should live at home with their children.”). Internal 

consistency reliability estimate was .77 for mothers and .77 for fathers. All these measures 

were based on 4- to 6-point rating scales consistent with the ALHB. To measure the Friends’ 

social contact and support dimension of ALHB, we asked parents to rate on a 6-point scale 

ranging from 1 = “not available or no support” to 6 = “consistently strong support” the extent 

of support they received from eight different sources including “friends or neighbors,” “other 

relatives,” and “clergy.” Internal consistency reliability estimate based on the 8 questions 

was .89 for mothers and .91 for fathers. We used these four subscales to approximate slow 

LH behavioral profile, with an internal consistency reliability estimate of .80 for mothers 

and .79 for fathers. These two control variables were used only in one part of the analyses. 

Results 

Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations (SD), and correlations of the primary 

variables used in this study. Some of the correlations were moderate in part because they 
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were based on different informants (i.e., child, mother, and father) and over one to two 24-

month time lags. As expected, indicators of environmental harshness and unpredictability 

(i.e., unsafe neighborhood, negative life event, family chaos, and family income change, 

which were obtained mainly from mothers) were negatively and mostly significantly 

correlated with indicators of slow LH behavioral profile (i.e., insight, planning and control, 

parent-child relationship, family support, social support, and general altruism that were 

measured two years later from child report). These two sets of indicators were also 

longitudinally correlated with child externalizing and academic performance in the expected 

directions. These correlations support our LH theorizing. We also conducted gender 

comparisons because males are expected to manifest faster LH traits than females in most 

animals including humans (Hill, Ross, & Low,1997). Table 2 contains means and SDs of the 

variables separated by gender. As expected, boys scored lower than girls on some of the slow 

LH behavioral profiles, whereas there were no other gender differences.  

Reported in Table 3, we also computed correlations between the harshness and 

unpredictability construct and the slow LH behavioral profile construct, between harshness 

and unpredictability construct and externalizing behavior, between harshness and 

unpredictability and academic performance, between slow LH behavioral profile and 

externalizing, and between slow LH profile and academic performance within each of the 10 

cities in 9 countries. There were 10 site-specific correlation coefficients for each of the five 

correlations. As shown in Table 3, for each of the five correlations, the 10 site-specific 

coefficients were in the same predicted directions. We also conducted z-tests to compare each 

of the five correlations across 10 locations. Out of 50 z-test comparisons (10 comparisons for 

each of five correlations), only three were statistically significant (p<.05) after Bonferroni 

adjustment of Type I error. They involved comparing the lowest (r = -.05) with the highest (r 

= -.42) site in the correlation between harshness and unpredictability and slow LH behavioral 
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profile and comparing the lowest (r = .05) with two highest (r = .48 and .44) sites in the 

correlation between harshness and unpredictability and externalizing. These results suggest 

that the LH prescribed associations among the constructs were highly similar across locations.  

  To test the LH model in Figure 1, we conducted structural equation modeling (SEM) 

tests using Mplus 7.0 (Muthen & Muthen, 2012) and using full information maximum 

likelihood estimation procedures to treat missing data (Schafer & Graham, 2002). We first 

examined invariance by conducting the three hierarchically organized invariance tests -- 

configural invariance (equating model configurations across 10 sites), metric invariance 

(equating factor loadings plus configuration constraints), and structural invariance (equating 

path coefficients plus the first two invariance constraints). For configural invariance, 10 free 

models based on 10 sites separately were each compared to the constrained model 

constraining model configurations (measurement model and structural model) to be equal 

across sites. For metric and structural invariance tests, a free model with no equality 

constraints was compared to a constrained model by constraining the respective parameter 

estimates (path coefficients and/or factor loadings) to be equal across sites. Following the 

literature (e.g., Cheung & Rensvold, 2002), if the difference in Comparative Fit Index (ΔCFI) 

between the constrained and the free model was .01 or smaller, the constrained model was 

deemed acceptable, supporting invariance. The configural invariance tests met the ΔCFI≤.01 

criterion but the other invariance tests did not. We then conducted partial invariance tests by 

freeing constrained parameter estimates based on the goodness of fit improvement 

information (Modification Index) incrementally until we met the ΔCFI≤.01 criterion. We 

achieved metric partial invariance after we freed 14 factor loadings (less than 10%) involving 

four cities, and we obtained structural partial invariance after freeing 5 path coefficients 

involving four cities. These invariance tests are based on goodness of fit statistics but do not 

test differences of the parameter estimates among the sites directly. We conducted multilevel 
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analysis treating sites as Level 2 and examined the variance of each of the 5 path coefficients 

across sites. The results showed that none of the coefficients had significant between-site 

variance.  

We then tested the model on all participants as one sample. The results are reported in 

Figure 1. Except for the chi-square test (χ
2
 =297.49, DF = 65, N = 1151), which is often not 

considered for goodness of fit evaluation because of its sensitivity to sample size, all of the 

other goodness of fit statistics (Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = .98; CFI =  .95; Tucker-Lewis 

Index (TLI) = .93; RMSEA = .056, CI90 = .049 to .062;  Standardized Root Mean Square 

Residual (SRMR) = .044) meet the recommended cut-off values for adequate to excellent 

model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber, Stage, King, Nora, & Barlow, 2006). All the 

parameter estimates were in the expected directions and were statistically significant. Most of 

the factor loadings were above .50 with an average of .63, suggesting adequate measurement 

models. The structural model was consistent with our LH theorizing. In the predicted 

directions, harshness and unpredictability was longitudinally associated with slow LH 

behavioral profile (= -.47, p<.001), which was longitudinally associated with externalizing 

(= -.33, p<.001) and academic performance (= .31, p<.001). Also, in the predicted 

directions, harshness and unpredictability was longitudinally correlated with externalizing 

 .32, p<.001) and academic performance (-.23, p<.001).  

To rule out possible site differences, we also tested the same model using centered 

data by removing the city mean from each variable. The results were almost identical (the 

signs of parameter estimates were identical, the magnitudes of statistical significance were 

highly similar, and the magnitudes of the parameter estimates were similar) to those based on 

the raw data, suggesting little site interference. 

Because LH and intellectual ability are heritable and, with respect to academic 

performance, intellectual ability may also mediate environmental and LH influences (Del 
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Giudice, personal communication), we conducted hierarchical regression analysis to examine 

the incremental or unique variance explained by our hypothesized LH predictions after 

controlling for parents’ slow LH behavioral profile and children’s nonverbal IQ. With 

academic performance as the outcome variable, we first entered the nonverbal IQ into the 

regression equation. IQ was a positive and significant predictor of academic performance ( 

= .21, p < .001). We then entered harshness and unpredictability. It was still significant ( = -

.07, p < .05), contributing 0.5% unique explained variance after controlling for IQ. We then 

entered, as control variables, paternal and maternal slow LH profiles, which explained an 

additional 1.9% of the variance. We finally entered child slow LH profile. It continued to be a 

robust predictor ( = .27, p < .001), explaining 6.7% unique variance after controlling all of 

the other variables. We did the same with externalizing. IQ was entered first as a control 

variable and explained 2.1% of the variance. Harshness and unpredictability was entered next. 

It remained a significant predictor ( = .33, p < .001), explaining 1.1% unique variance. 

Paternal and maternal slow LH profiles were entered next as controls. They explained an 

additional 0.9% of the variance, which was statistically significant (p < .01). Finally, we 

entered child slow LH profile. It continued to be a robust predictor ( = -.29, p < .001), 

accounting for 7.8% of the unique variance explained after controlling for all of the other 

variables. These results provide additional confidence in confirming our hypothesized 

associations among environmental harshness and unpredictability, LH, and social and 

academic behavior in adolescents.  

 

Discussion 

LH tradeoff allocations of limited bioenergy arise from environmental constraints 

(Kaplan et al., 2000). Patterns derived from such energetic tradeoffs form LH strategies, 

which are aimed at optimizing survival and reproduction for the individual. One such broad 
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pattern of LH tradeoffs is the fast–slow LH tradeoff continuum (Promislow & Harvey, 1990). 

A fast LH strategy involves tradeoffs characterized by early maturation, rapid development, 

high mating frequency, low parental involvement, and behavioral characteristics such as 

antagonistic sociality and superficial learning to support a present-oriented fast life style. A 

slow LH strategy involves late maturation, delayed reproduction, prolonged development, 

high parental involvement, low mating frequency, and related behavioral characteristics such 

as affiliative sociality and thorough exploration and learning. The fast–slow continuum and 

other strategic LH tradeoffs are shaped by and respond to environmental constraints 

involving food and safety; safety is more relevant than food to modern day human living. 

Fast and slow LH strategies have been selected through evolution and continue to regulate 

human behavior in response to safety constraints.  

The findings of the present study confirm evolutionarily selected contingent responses 

involving environmental harshness and unpredictability, fast–slow LH strategies, and social 

and academic behavioral outcomes. Specifically, as represented by such factors as unsafe 

neighborhood conditions, negative life events, family chaos, and family income change —all 

measured during childhood— safety constraints were negatively associated with slow LH 

behavioral profile measured 2 years later. As prescribed by LH theory, slow LH behavioral 

profile was negatively and positively associated with externalizing behavior and academic 

performance, respectively, both of which were measured an additional 2 years later, by which 

time the children had become young adolescents. Moreover, childhood environmental 

harshness and unpredictability was directly related to adolescents’ externalizing and 

academics in the predicted directions. This set of longitudinal relations was invariant or 

relatively invariant across countries. These findings confirm LH predictions regarding 

development and behavior. Maturing among cues of unreliable environment, children, like 

other animals, adopt fast LH strategies, are present-oriented and may find little purpose in 
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focusing on academic studies. As fast strategists, they attend to immediate instrumental goals 

and discount long-term benefits by underperforming academically and adopting externalizing 

and antagonistic sociality. The opposite is true for children living in a stable environment that 

fosters slow LH and child development oriented toward long-term socialization goals 

including affiliative sociality and academic achievement. 

Academic and social behaviors that have been investigated in the mainstream 

developmental literature mainly as contemporary human socialization outcomes veritably 

represent ancient LH implementations practiced by all animals to adapt to the safety 

constraints of the living environment. Children do or do not do well in schools and are 

aggressive or affiliative in social interactions not merely because of the success or failure of 

the ongoing socialization effort such as parenting, schooling, and peer influence but also 

because of LH strategic predisposition activated by early environment. In a harsh and 

unpredictable environment, children, like other animals, may discount the future by engaging 

in superficial learning and antagonistic sociality even though they are socialized not to do so. 

The opposite is true about environmental predictability in fostering slow LH and behavior 

that may be more consistent with human socialization goals. Human socialization is more 

consistent with slow than fast LH because the human species is among the slowest in LH 

(Kaplan et al., 2000). Incidentally, the human species exhibits one of the slowest LHs of all 

animals partially because of its LH strategic tradeoff involving brain development (Aiello & 

Wheeler, 1995), whereas human sociality, involving complex and large social groups 

(Dunbar, 1992), and human learning, in the form of extracted and thorough foraging (Aiello 

& Wheeler, 1995), are the two drivers of human brain development (Barton, 2000; Humphrey, 

1999). The large brain intelligence enhances the predictability and controllability of living 

environments, thereby activating and accelerating slow LH (Kaplan et al., 2000). Slow LH 

strategies lead to ever more complex sociality in the form of large-group social interactions 
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and institutions and ever more sophisticated learning in the form of subsistence advancement 

that extends to science and technology, both of which further enhance human controllability 

and predictability of living environments, and thus reinforce slow LH. As extended 

phenotypes in the form of culture and civilization (Dawkins, 2016), slow rather than fast LH–

based social and learning behaviors have therefore become core aspects of human 

socialization. The result is that children are socialized to be affiliative and cooperative and to 

achieve academically or are otherwise considered deviant and delinquent, representing 

failures of socialization. 

However, there are individual differences resulting from many factors including LH 

responding to within-species variations of environmental constraints. As shown in the present 

study, environmental harshness and unpredictability may arise from unsafe neighborhood 

conditions, familial turmoil, or negative life events, all of which activate fast LH strategies 

and, consequently, externalizing behaviors and academic underperformance. Such social and 

learning behaviors are adaptive in environments that diminish the prospect for future 

cooperation and long-term fitness-enhancing opportunities. One practical implication of the 

present study is not to rashly judge putatively deviant behavior exhibited by children and 

adolescents, but to examine the environmental conditions that are associated with such 

behavior and the evolutionary causes of such associations. Another implication related to 

education is that instead of steadfast enforcement of socialization or questioning and 

unfruitfully reforming and reinventing socialization institutions (e.g., parenting or parents, 

instructional methods or teachers, or school systems or education policies) when socialization 

and education do not seem to be achieving the intended objectives, effort should be directed 

toward improving children’s living environments by eliminating or reducing unpredictable 

elements. Poverty associated with crime and violence generated by economic destitution 

constitutes a major threat to environmental stability. Other threats include natural and 
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manmade disasters such as famine, wars, and large-scale disease epidemics, all of which 

cause mortality and morbidity and ignite cascade effects of fast LH, present orientation, and 

superficial learning and social behaviors aimed at immediate and short-term fitness gains. 

Efforts should be made to eliminate these elements of unpredictability and render the larger 

environment supportive of and congruent with the species’ chosen slow LH strategy. More 

tenable efforts may be focused on improving microenvironments; for example, promoting 

stable family life, safe neighborhoods, and orderly classrooms. Such microenvironments are 

conducive to slow LH strategies, which engender future orientation and related social and 

academic behaviors consistent with slow-LH-based socialization. 

The present study had several limitations. First, we did not test alternative hypotheses 

against our LH predictions. However, falsification of evolutionary theories does not rely 

solely on empirical tests but also on accumulating historical and often interspecific 

comparative evidence that supports an optimal evolutionary explanation. We believe that we 

have provided such evidence and explanations with respect to externalizing behavior and 

academic performance, both of which represent implementations of LH strategies and yielded 

findings expected to be similar to those obtained from proximate socialization models 

because human socialization is consistent with and reinforces its slow LH origin. Second, we 

focused on the environmental influence of LH and our effort to control for the genetic 

influence of LH was minimal. Genetic confounding may affect developmental research and is 

a particularly relevant threat to evolutionary studies focusing on distal processes. Future 

developmental LH research could employ twins or siblings to distinguish between 

environmental and potential genetic influences on and of LH. Finally, our results, particularly 

some of the factor loadings, were moderate, suggesting that we might not have fully or fully 

accurately represented distal evolutionary processes under investigation. However, this 

limitation was mitigated by our use of multidimensional, multi-informant, and longitudinal 
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data, which likely yielded more attenuated results less inflated by method variance. Despite 

these and other limitations, this is one of the first LH studies to examine child and adolescent 

social and academic development across countries, and represents an earnest effort to use 

diverse culture samples to test evolutionary predictions about universal fitness functions and 

processes. The country-invariant findings regarding LH strategies responding to early 

environment and enacting social and academic behaviors in the fast-slow LH directions 

provide a new perspective on child development and behavior that helps to explain existing 

findings based on socialization models. In addition, our findings carry practical implications. 

If elements of unsafety and unpredictability are removed from living environments, child and 

adolescent development may follow the species’ chosen slow LH trajectory, thereby 

rendering evolution and socialization more congruent and engendering more effective 

socialization and education. 
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Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Variables used in the Study 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 

 

  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Harshness & Unpredictability               

1 Unsafe Neighborhood -              

2 Negative Life Event .28
***

 -             

3 Family Chaos .18
***

 .17
***

 -            

4 Family Income Change -.22
***

 -.25
***

 -.18
***

 -           

Slow LH Behavioral Profile               

5 Insight, Planning & 

Control 

-.12
***

 -.08
**

 -.25
***

 .07
*
 -          

6 Parent-Child Relationship -.13
***

 -.04 -.29
***

 .04 .40
***

 -         

7 Family Support .05 .01 -.13
***

 .01 .34
***

 .31
***

 -        

8 Social Support -.14
***

 -.07
*
 -.22

***
 .09

**
 .60

***
 .50

***
 .28

***
 -       

9 General Altruism -.18
***

 -.16
***

 -.16
***

 .07
*
 .32

***
 .28

***
 .21

***
 .31

***
 -      

Externalizing Behavior               

10 Mother Rating .19
***

 .29
***

 .26
***

 -.08
**

 -.15
***

 -.27
***

 -.11
***

 -.13
***

 -.15
***

 -     

11 Father Rating .20
***

 .22
***

 .23
***

 -.04 -.22
***

 -.36
***

 -.15
***

 -.23
***

 -.21
***

 .67
***

 -    

12 Child Rating .14
***

 .14
***

 .25
***

 -.09
**

 -.26
***

 -.35
***

 -.18
***

 -.21
***

 -.18
***

 .53
***

 .59
***

    

Academic Performance            -   

13 Mother Rating -.15
***

 -.14
***

 -.04 .10
***

 .23
***

 .18
***

 .14
***

 .21
***

 .14
***

 -.31
***

 -.27
***

 -.14
***

 -  

14 Father Rating -.16
***

 -.16
***

 -.05 .08
**

 .22
***

 .20
***

 .16
***

 .21
***

 .15
***

 -.27
**

 -.30
***

 -.15
***

 .82
***

 - 

Mean 0.68 0.15 2.26 2.75 3.74 3.63 4.33 4.31 2.51 0.23 0.22 0.37 3.27 3.29 

SD 0.51 0.16 0.56 0.83 0.66 0.37 0.39 0.71 0.35 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.52 0.49 
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Table 2. Gender Comparisons of LH and Other Variables 

  Males  Females  
t-test 

  Mean SD  Mean SD  

Harshness & Unpredictability         

1 Unsafe Neighborhood  0.64 0.50  0.69 0.51  -1.76 

2 Negative Life Event  0.15 0.17  0.15 0.17  -0.03 

3 Family Chaos  2.26 0.53  2.25 0.57  0.36 

4 Family Income Change  2.81 0.82  2.72 0.86  1.79 

Slow LH Behavioral Profile         

5 Insight, Planning & Control  3.72 0.65  3.76 0.67  -0.87 

6 Parent-Child Relationship  3.63 0.37  3.64 0.36  -0.54 

7 Family Support  4.30 0.42  4.35 0.37  -2.21
*
 

8 Social Support  4.23 0.71  4.38 0.72  -3.45
**

 

9 General Altruism  2.48 0.34  2.55 0.35  -3.34
**

 

Externalizing Behavior         

10 Mother Rating  0.25 0.22  0.21 0.20  3.33
**

 

11 Father Rating  0.24 0.21  0.20 0.18  3.23
**

 

12 Child Rating  0.37 0.26  0.36 0.26  0.42 

Academic Performance         

13 Mother Rating  3.23 0.51  3.32 0.52  -2.87
**

 

14 Father Rating  3.24 0.48  3.33 0.50  -3.17
**

 

* p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Table 3. Correlations among Constructs in 10 Locations of 9 Countries  

 Harshness & 

Unpredictability 

with Slow LH 

Behavioral 

Profile 

Harshness & 

Unpredictability 

with 

Externalizing 

Harshness & 

Unpredictability 

with Academic 

Performance  

Slow LH 

Behavioral 

Profile with 

Externalizing 

Slow LH 

Behavioral 

Profile with 

Academic 

Performance 

Shanghai, China (n = 90) -0.31 0.21 -0.31 -0.34 0.25 

Medellín, Colombia (n = 89) -0.42 0.44 -0.16 -0.31 0.24 

Naples, Italy (n = 95) -0.26 0.33 -0.13 -0.29 0.23 

Rome, Italy (n = 106) -0.35 0.48 -0.32 -0.41 0.34 

Zarqa, Jordan (n = 104) -0.12 0.23 -0.13 -0.51 0.53 

Kisumu, Kenya (n = 94) -0.12 0.04 -0.04 -0.25 0.27 

Manila, Philippines (n = 97) -0.05 0.32 -0.27 -0.41 0.16 

Trollhättan/Vänersborg, Sweden (n = 106) -0.30 0.30 -0.03 -0.15 0.33 

Chiang Mai, Thailand (n = 101) -0.27 0.28 -0.27 -0.38 0.39 

Durham, North Carolina, United States (n = 269) -0.27 0.18 -0.21 -0.33 0.18 
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Figure 1. Life History Model of Adolescent Externalizing and Academic Performance.  

***p<.001 

 

 


